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Online markets pose a difficulty for evaluating products, particularly experience goods, such as used cars, that cannot be easily described online. This exacerbates product uncertainty, the buyer’s difficulty in evaluating product characteristics, and predicting how a product will perform in the future. However, the IS literature has focused on seller uncertainty and ignored product uncertainty. To address this void, this study conceptualizes product uncertainty and examines its effects and antecedents in online markets for used cars (eBay Motors).

Extending the information asymmetry literature from the seller to the product, we first theorize the nature and dimensions (description and performance) of product uncertainty. Second, we propose product uncertainty to be distinct from, yet shaped by, seller uncertainty. Third, we conjecture product uncertainty to negatively affect price premiums in online markets beyond seller uncertainty. Fourth, based on the information signaling literature, we describe how information signals (diagnostic product descriptions and third-party product assurances) reduce product uncertainty.

The structural model is validated by a unique dataset comprised of secondary transaction data from used cars on eBay Motors matched with primary data from 331 buyers who bid on these used cars. The results distinguish between product and seller uncertainty, show that product uncertainty has a stronger effect on price premiums than seller uncertainty, and identify the most influential information signals that reduce product uncertainty.

The study’s implications for the emerging role of product uncertainty in online markets are discussed.
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Introduction

Online markets allow buyers and sellers to overcome geographical and temporal barriers to buy products anytime, anywhere. By leveraging the Internet, online markets can improve social welfare with lower prices (Bapna et al. 2008), greater product selection, and higher efficiency than offline markets (Ghose et al. 2006). Especially online markets for used products, such as eBay, have a key role in allocating the “right” products to the “right” people at the “right” price. Online markets are ideal for search and digital goods (Alba et al. 1997), explaining the success of new, search, and digital experience goods in online markets. However, online markets still face a barrier in physical experience products that cannot be easily described via the Internet interface. The literature has focused on two major sources of information asymmetry that buyers face in online markets: about the seller and about the product (e.g., Dimoka and Pavlou 2008; Ghose 2009).3

There is a rich body of literature on reducing seller uncertainty with reputation and trust being the two most common variables (for a review, see Pavlou et al. 2007). Therefore, research in online markets has been dominated largely by seller-related variables, such as building trust in online sellers (e.g., Gefen et al. 2003; Jarvenpaa et al. 2000; Pavlou 2003), dimensions of trust and distrust of online sellers (e.g., Dimoka 2010), seller-focused online reputation systems (e.g., Dellarocas 2003), third-party institutional structures for building trust in sellers (e.g., Pavlou and Gefen 2004 2005), trust transferrence between sellers (e.g., Stewart 2003), and adverse seller selection and seller moral hazard (e.g., Dellarocas 2005; Dewan and Hsu 2004; Ghose 2009). The literature also showed seller uncertainty in online markets to be reduced by numerical feedback ratings (e.g., Ba and Pavlou 2002; Dewan and Hsu 2004), feedback text comments (e.g., Pavlou and Dimoka 2006), and trust, website informativeness, product diagnosticity, and social presence (Pavlou et al. 2007). In general, there is a mature body of literature on understanding and reducing seller uncertainty in online markets.

In contrast, there has been little work on product uncertainty (Pavlou et al. 2008), despite the fact that product uncertainty (besides seller uncertainty) can also cause “markets of lemons.”4 The literature has even subsumed product uncertainty under seller uncertainty, perhaps due to the focus on new and search goods that makes product uncertainty trivial. Although buyers in offline markets can physically evaluate the product by “kicking the tires,” buyers in online markets can only do so via the Internet interface, which cannot perfectly convey a product’s characteristics and future performance, especially for physical experience, credence;5 and durable goods, such as used cars. For these products, product uncertainty is anything but trivial.

As shown by Overby and Jap (2009), transactions of low uncertainty products occur in online channels, while transactions of high uncertainty products occur in physical channels, implying that online markets may not be suitable for high uncertainty products. In contrast to physical channels where buyers can see, touch, smell, and test a product, online markets create a physical separation between buyers and products. Product uncertainty is exacerbated by the technological limitations of the Internet to replicate the buyer’s face-to-face interactions with a product (Koppius et al. 2004). This is further exacerbated for complex physical experience goods that cannot be perfectly described online, creating the need for IT-enabled solutions and third parties to help mitigate the sellers’ inability to describe products online and their unawareness of the true condition of the product. To overcome these limitations of online markets, we seek to (1) distinguish between seller uncertainty and product uncertainty, (2) identify their respective dimensions, (3) test the effects of product uncertainty (relative to seller uncertainty), and (4) focus on mitigating product uncertainty by relying on IT-enabled solutions and third-party assurances.

Since online markets are prime examples of markets with information asymmetry, much of the e-commerce research has been motivated by the Nobel-winning works of Akerlof 4

2 Experience products are those products that cannot be easily evaluated by buyers before purchase (Nelson 1970).

3 Besides the product and seller, there are other sources of information asymmetry, such as Internet security and privacy, concerns that state laws may not apply to online interstate transactions, and concerns of legal enforcement. Nonetheless, we maintain that concerns about the seller and product are the main sources of information asymmetry in online markets.

4 Product uncertainty and seller uncertainty make it difficult for buyers to reliably differentiate among sellers and products. Lack of seller and product differentiation may force high-quality sellers and products to exit the market since their quality could not be rewarded with fair prices. This may create a market of lemons that gives unfairly low prices to high-quality goods, thus driving them out of the market and reducing transaction activity below socially optimal levels (Akerlof 1970).

5 Credence goods are those whose quality is difficult to assess, even after purchase (Darby and Karni 1973).

6 Durable or hard goods gradually wear out, offer utility over time, and are exchanged many times over their life.
Extending the literature on markets with asymmetric information (adverse selection and moral hazard) from the seller to the product, we view product uncertainty as an information asymmetry problem that makes it difficult for buyers to separate “good” from “bad” products because of the seller’s inability to describe the product online and unawareness of all hidden defects (besides the seller’s unwillingness to truthfully describe the product). We define product uncertainty as the buyer’s difficulty in evaluating the product (description uncertainty) and predicting how it will perform in the future (performance uncertainty). We theorize that seller uncertainty and product uncertainty are distinct, albeit related, constructs.

Collapsing seller and product uncertainty into a unitary construct has impeded the design of IT-enabled solutions that explicitly focus on reducing product uncertainty by enhancing the sellers’ ability to describe products online (thus reducing description uncertainty) and reducing the seller’s unawareness of how the product will perform in the future (thus reducing performance uncertainty).

Second, extending the literature on the negative effects of information asymmetry to product uncertainty, we test the consequences of product uncertainty relative to seller uncertainty on a key success outcome of online markets: price premiums. We show that product uncertainty has stronger effects than seller uncertainty, testifying to the negative effects of product uncertainty, at least for physical experience goods (used cars).

Third, extending the literature on information signals—mechanisms to mitigate information asymmetry (Spence 1973)—that focused on reducing seller uncertainty, we propose a set of product information signals to explicitly mitigate product uncertainty. These signals target (1) the seller’s inability to describe the product due to the inherent limitations of the Internet interface and (2) the seller’s unawareness of all hidden product defects, besides (3) the seller’s unwillingness to truthfully describe the product (related to seller uncertainty). In doing so, we extend the literature that has assumed that the seller is perfectly aware of true product condition and is able to adequately describe products online. This is because sellers may be unable to describe products online due to technological limitations and they may not be aware of the product’s hidden defects (besides being unwilling to truthfully reveal true product quality). Mitigating product uncertainty is proposed to be at the core of IS research as it deals with IT-enabled solutions (e.g., online descriptions, multimedia, virtual reality tools). In fact, a panel at the 2008 International Conference on Information Systems argued for IS research to focus on IT-related tools to mitigate product uncertainty in online markets (Pavlou et al. 2008). We propose a set of information signals to reduce product uncertainty by focusing on the seller’s inability, unawareness, and unwillingness to describe product characteristics and predict its performance: (1) the diagnosticity of the online product descriptions (textual, visual, and multimedia product descriptions), (2) the moderating (attenuating) role of seller uncertainty on the effectiveness of these online product descriptions, and (3) third-party product assurances (third-party inspection, history report, and product warranty).

The study’s context is eBay Motors (Appendix A), the world’s largest online market for used cars. Used cars are the textbook example of physical experience, durable, and credence goods (e.g., Hendel and Lizzeri 1999). They constitute a $300 billion industry in the United States alone, and they are often a buyer’s second largest purchase. Used cars are complex heterogeneous goods that cannot be easily described or evaluated (test-driven) online (Lee 1998). One could argue that online markets for used cars where buyers rely mostly on information from a website to buy a product for more than $10,000, on average, should in theory not exist; in fact, eBay Motors has been deemed as an “improbable success story” (Lewis 2007, p. 1). While eBay Motors has an annual volume of over 1 million used cars sold (over $10 billion in annual revenues), this is still only a modest fraction of the $300 billion used car industry. The study seeks to enhance online markets for used cars by examining product uncertainty for experience goods using a unique dataset comprised of a combination of primary (survey) data drawn from 331 buyers who bid on a used car on eBay Motors matched with secondary transaction data from the corresponding online auctions. We show that IT-enabled solutions in online auctions help explain why eBay Motors has been a success story, albeit an improbable one. Most important, we seek to further enhance online markets with the aid of IT-enabled solutions and third-party assurances by focusing on mitigating product uncertainty.

The paper aims to fill a major gap in the IS literature by theorizing product uncertainty as a major problem for e-commerce and online auctions that can be reduced by IT-enabled solutions. The conceptualization of the nature and dimensionality (description and performance) of product uncertainty and its significant effects on price premiums highlight the need to go beyond seller uncertainty on which the IS literature has predominantly focused. By formally conceptualizing product uncertainty as both a buyer’s and a seller’s (versus a buyer–seller) information asymmetry problem, it seeks to entice future research to identify and design
IT-enabled solutions that overcome both the seller’s inability to describe the product via the Internet interface and also the seller’s unawareness of true product quality (accounting for the seller’s unwillingness on which the literature has focused). The proposed set of antecedents of product uncertainty help inform how IT-enabled solutions, such as online product descriptions and third-party assurances, enhance the seller’s ability to depict experience goods online (thereby helping reduce description uncertainty) and improve the seller’s awareness of true product quality (helping reduce performance uncertainty), thus mitigating the buyer’s difficulty in assessing experience goods. By articulating the nature of product uncertainty and integrating it into a structural model with its consequences and mitigators, the study’s primary contribution is both to establish product uncertainty as an IS problem and also to set the foundations for future IS research to test other effects and identify or design additional mitigators.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section briefly reviews the literature on online auction markets. We then present the theory development with the conceptualization of the nature, consequences, and mitigators of product uncertainty. The sections that follow show the research methodology and present the study’s results. Finally, we conclude by discussing the study’s contributions and implications for theory and practice.

**Literature Review of Online Auction Markets**

Online auction markets facilitate matching between buyers, sellers, and products and enable price discovery. Examining buyers’ purchasing decision-making processes (Bettman et al. 1991; Haubl and Trifts 2000; Payne 1982), we find that buyers first select a product that fits their needs and then identify a seller that offers such a product. For new products, which are identical and are sold by many buyers, sellers typically select the specific product and then select a seller that offers the product. For used cars, which are heterogeneous products, buyers typically identify the broad category (e.g., a used Toyota Corolla around $10,000) and then start looking for a specific used car that matches the general description sold by a certain seller with whom they wish to transact. Accordingly, both product- and seller-related issues come into play when buyers have selected a specific product and seller.

For online auctions to succeed, buyers must reward high-quality products and sellers with fair prices and sales to prevent them from exiting the market and creating a market of low-quality goods (a market of lemons) with suboptimal transaction activity. Accordingly, the ultimate success outcome of this study is price premium\(^7\) (above-average prices relative to an average) that facilitates transactions (auctions that end with a winning bid). Price premium represents each seller’s rent relative to competing sellers, and because higher prices are more likely to exceed the seller’s possible reserve price, price premiums were shown to influence transaction activity (Pavlou and Gefen 2005). Accordingly, because price premium is a key success outcome of online auctions, the literature focused on predicting price premiums by identifying several antecedent variables, which are classified under seller, third-party, auction, buyer, and product categories, as briefly reviewed below.

In terms of *seller* variables, the literature has shown that information from feedback systems helps establish seller reputation (Dellarocas 2003), helping reputable sellers enjoy price premiums. Many studies showed that the sellers’ feedback ratings (Ba and Pavlou 2002; Dewan and Hsu 2004; Kauffman and Wood 2006) and feedback text comments (Ghose et al. 2006; Pavlou and Dimoka 2006) have an effect on price premiums.

In terms of *third-party* variables, Pavlou and Gefen (2004) show that third-party institutional structures, such as intermediaries, facilitate transaction activity by building trust in sellers. Melnik and Alm (2005) show coins certified by third-party inspectors receive higher prices in eBay auctions. Dewan and Hsu (2004) show that buyers give a 10 to 15 percent discount in online auctions for uncertified stamps compared to those whose quality is certified. In general, trusted third-parties are associated with higher prices and transaction activity.

In terms of *auction* variables, the literature showed that auctions that receive price premiums are those that last longer (Melnik and Alm 2005), end on weekends (Kauffman and Wood 2006) and during business hours (McDonald and Slawson 2002), and are prominently displayed (featured auctions) (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006). The number of auction bids were also linked to price premiums (Ba and Pavlou 2002). For a detailed review of the role of auction variables, see Baker and Song (2007), Bajari and Hortacsu (2004), and Li and Hitt (2008).

---

\(^7\) Although we use price premium to refer to the positive difference from the average value or a certain benchmark, it is possible to have the exact opposite, a price discount. While price difference may be a more appropriate term, we use the term price premium because it is commonly used in the literature and has a directional (positive or negative) nature.
In terms of **buyer** variables, several studies (e.g., Ariely and Simonson 2003; Park and Bradlow 2005; Zeithammer 2006) have examined the role of buyer bidding dynamics and competition among buyers on prices in online auction markets. Experienced buyers tend to pay lower prices (Pavlou and Gefen 2005; Wilcox 2000) because they are more likely to use mechanisms, such as sniping tools, to bid during the auction’s last seconds (Bapna et al. 2008). The literature has also looked at late bids (Roth and Ockenfels 2002), willingness to pay (Park and Bradlow 2005), reactions to minimum bids (Lucking-Reiley et al. 2007) and the buy-it-now option (Wang et al. 2008), and the buyers’ propensity to trust sellers (Kim 2005) and their effects on price premiums.

Finally, there is an emerging literature on **product-related** variables\(^8\) and their effect on price premiums with inconclusive results. Andrews and Benzing (2007) and Ottaway et al. (2003) studied the role of product pictures in auction prices but did not find an effect on prices. Melnik and Alm (2005) found product pictures to have an effect on non-certified, but not certified, coins. Kauffman and Wood (2006) examined the pictures and the length of the product description for coins and found a positive effect on price premiums. Andrews and Benzing showed used cars with a clear title sold by dealers on eBay Motors to enjoy price premiums. Wolf and Muhanna (2005) showed used cars with higher usage (age and mileage) to suffer from price discounts in eBay Motors.

Summarizing the literature, several **seller-**, **third-party-**, **auction-**, **buyer-**, and **product-related** factors were proposed to impact the success outcomes in online auction markets (e.g., price premiums). Aiming to extend the literature, our basic premise is that product uncertainty and seller uncertainty are key underlying constructs that, to a large extent, mediate the effect of these factors, as theorized below with emphasis on product-related factors.

---

\(^8\)In addition to the context of online auctions, the IS literature on product-related factors examined visual and functional control (video/audio, virtual reality) (Jiang and Benbasat 2004), presentation formats (Jiang and Benbasat 2007a), multimedia (Jiang et al. 2005), product interactivity and vividness (Jiang and Benbasat 2007b), online product recommendation agents (Xiao and Benbasat 2007), and online product reviews (Hu et al. 2009). The literature also examined how consumers react to online product reviews and use them for sales (Dellarocas and Narayan 2006; Dellarocas et al. 2007). Finally, the literature studied how firms manipulate product recommendations (Dellarocas 2006).

### Theory Development

The theory development is composed of three sections: First, the nature of product uncertainty and its links to seller uncertainty are discussed (H1). Second, the effects of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty are hypothesized (H2a and H2b). Third, the proposed mitigators of product uncertainty are hypothesized (H3-H5). Figure 1 presents the research model with the nature, consequences, and antecedents of product uncertainty.

### Nature of Product Uncertainty

In his classic work, Knight (1921, p. 20) described uncertainty as “neither entire ignorance nor complete and perfect information but partial knowledge.” Uncertainty differs from risk. While both uncertainty and risk deal with partial information, uncertainty deals with subjective probabilities, whereas risk is estimated with a priori calculable probabilities. We focus on uncertainty (as opposed to risk) because transactions in online markets do not come with objective calculable probabilities. Since uncertainty is linked to partial information (Garner 1962) and the degree to which future states of the environment cannot be fully predicted due to imperfect information (Salancik and Pfeffer 1978), uncertainty in buyer–seller relationships arises mainly from information asymmetry about the product and about the seller (Dimoka and Pavlou 2008; Ghose 2009). Accordingly, in our context, uncertainty is defined as the buyer’s difficulty in predicting the outcome of an online transaction due to seller-related and product-related information asymmetry. We thus focus on these two sources of buyer uncertainty in online markets, **seller uncertainty** and **product uncertainty**, which are described in detail below.

### Seller Uncertainty

Buyers cannot fully evaluate seller quality due to *ex ante* seller misrepresentation of her characteristics (adverse selection) and fears of *ex post* seller opportunism (moral hazard), leading to buyer’s seller uncertainty (Pavlou et al. 2007). We define seller uncertainty as the buyer’s difficulty in assessing the seller’s true characteristics and predicting whether the seller will act opportunistically. Seller uncertainty is due to the seller’s unwillingness to disclose her true characteristics and act cooperatively in the future. While seller uncertainty is also present in traditional markets, the physical separation between buyers and sellers in online markets prevents buyers from observing social cues (e.g., personal interaction, body language), making it more difficult for them to assess seller
characteristics and seller opportunism, thus exacerbating seller uncertainty (Gefen et al. 2003).

Seller uncertainty is distinct from seller reputation because seller uncertainty reflects each buyer’s difficulty in assessing seller quality, whereas seller reputation is the collectively held average perception of seller quality. Seller reputation and trust in sellers are only partial antecedents of seller uncertainty, revealing information about the seller’s characteristics and the seller’s intent to act opportunistically (Pavlou et al. 2007); however, they should not fully determine the seller’s uncertainty, which may be determined by additional factors, such as the seller’s past transactions, feedback from other buyers, and the buyer’s own communication with each seller.

**Product Uncertainty**

Similar to seller uncertainty due to the seller’s unwillingness to be truthful about her true characteristics and future actions, the seller may also be unwilling to disclose her product’s true attributes and future performance. However, in addition to seller uncertainty, which arises from the seller’s unwillingness to truthfully disclose her true characteristics and from her malicious intent to act opportunistically in the future, we posit that the seller may also be unable to perfectly describe the product’s true characteristics (such as how the used car drives). Besides, the seller may be unaware of all hidden problems (such as a defect that only a qualified mechanic can identify). The seller’s inability to perfectly describe the product true’s characteristics due to the technological limitations of the Internet interface and the seller’s unawareness of the product’s true condition and hidden defects due to a lack of appropriate information on the product make it difficult for buyers to fully evaluate the product and predict how it will perform in the future, thus giving rise to the buyer’s product uncertainty.9

The two drivers of product uncertainty correspond to the seller-related information asymmetry problems of adverse selection and moral hazard that give rise to seller uncertainty. However, our focus is on product-related information asymmetry about product description and performance. Product uncertainty is proposed to have two facets: description uncertainty (or adverse product selection) and performance uncertainty (or product hazard).10

---

9 The seller’s inability and unawareness are distinct from the seller’s unwillingness, which refers to the seller’s malicious intent to act opportunistically in the future by not disclosing defects she is both aware of and able to convey. Our definition of unwillingness does not include the seller’s decision not to enhance her ability to effectively describe products online or her ability to learn more about the product’s hidden defects; it focuses solely on the seller’s malicious intent to cheat. This is consistent with the literature that seller’s unwillingness is generally deemed as malicious in nature (Akerlof 1970).

10 Because product hazard (from moral hazard) may not readily apply to products as products do not have a moral aspect, we use performance uncertainty. Accordingly, we use the term description uncertainty rather than adverse product selection.
First, because online sellers may be unable to perfectly describe the product via the lean Internet interface, such as the texture of a used car’s upholstery or the feel of driving the car, description uncertainty refers to the difficulty for buyers to obtain reliable information on the product’s true quality. While description uncertainty does exist in offline markets, it is immensely exacerbated by the online environment that prevents buyers from physically inspecting the product and “kicking the tires.” Accordingly, the burden of describing the product to buyers falls onto sellers who must use Internet technologies effectively to convey the product’s characteristics.

Second, because sellers may be unaware of all hidden defects that may affect the product’s performance, performance uncertainty refers to the difficulty for buyers to predict how the product will perform in the future (Liebeskind and Rumelt 1989). While performance uncertainty is similar online and offline, the Internet enables third parties to provide useful information to sellers to become aware of true product condition and defects.

Although description uncertainty largely draws from the seller’s inability to describe the product online and performance uncertainty from the seller’s unawareness of true product condition and future performance, description uncertainty and performance uncertainty are closely linked to each other. This is because the seller may be unaware of the product’s true characteristics, and even if the seller is fully aware of them, she may be unable to perfectly describe their characteristics and reliably predict how a used car will perform in the future. Description uncertainty and performance uncertainty are still linked to each other because the product description helps buyers predict how a used car will perform in the future. Although the seller may not be able to perfectly predict how the product will perform, performance uncertainty is still largely affected by how the product was used (how the car was driven, stored, or maintained in the past), which corresponds to description uncertainty. Thus, these two related components are needed to capture product uncertainty, which is defined as the buyer’s difficulty in assessing the product’s characteristics and predicting how the product will perform in the future.

Product uncertainty is distinct from product quality, and product uncertainty refers to the buyer’s difficulty in assessing quality in terms of product characteristics and future performance. High product uncertainty does not imply low product quality, but difficulty in inferring true product quality. Also, certainty in product quality (no product uncertainty) does not necessarily imply high product quality, merely that product quality is known, which can be either low or high. For example, a totaled car has no product uncertainty since its value is zero. Our goal is to reduce product uncertainty to allow buyers to correctly infer product quality and offer a fair price that reflects the product’s true characteristics and expected performance. As we theorize below, the difficulty in inferring product quality (product uncertainty) forces buyers to give a price discount or not transact at all.

**Theoretical Distinction and Relationship Between Seller Uncertainty and Product Uncertainty**

Product uncertainty is proposed to be distinct from seller uncertainty. First, products possess characteristics that are unknown to the buyer, and the seller may be unable (despite being willing) to fully describe due to the technological difficulties involved in conveying tacit product information via the Internet interface. For instance, even a perfectly honest seller cannot perfectly describe what a used car looks like in real life and how it is driven. Second, used cars may have hidden defects that will affect their performance in the future; still, the seller may be unaware of them, despite her goodwill efforts. For instance, a dormant defect can only be identified by a mechanic after a detailed inspection. Thus, despite being willing to be forthcoming, the seller may not be aware of all hidden problems. Third, the seller cannot perfectly predict how a used car will perform in the future, further making it difficult for even a perfectly honest seller to be able to predict a used car’s future performance. In sum, we propose that a buyer’s product uncertainty is distinct from a buyer’s seller uncertainty.11

Nonetheless, because the product is mostly described by the seller, seller uncertainty is expected to affect product uncertainty. First, uncertain sellers who suffer from buyer’s fear of adverse selection may ex ante willingly hide or misrepresent true product characteristics (e.g., fail to give pictures that reveal dents), thus exacerbating description uncertainty. Hence, seller adverse selection may increase description uncertainty. Second, uncertain sellers who suffer from buyer’s fears of moral hazard may ex post deliberately skimp on product quality (e.g., fail to include promised options or offer fake warranties), and such uncertain sellers are more likely to exacerbate the buyer’s performance uncertainty. Taken together, sellers that are deemed by buyers to be uncertain are more likely to make it more difficult for buyers...

---

11In terms of when product uncertainty would be non-distinguishable from seller uncertainty, this may occur when sellers are fully aware of the product’s true condition (no unawareness) and able to perfectly describe the product (no inability). In such a case, unwillingness becomes the only issue, which, by definition, falls under the domain of seller uncertainty.
to reduce their product uncertainty; consequently, buyer’s seller uncertainty is proposed to exacerbate product uncertainty. We thus hypothesize

H1: Product uncertainty is distinct from, yet influenced by, seller uncertainty.

H1 not only proposes that product uncertainty and seller uncertainty are theoretically distinct constructs, but that they are linked with a directional relationship. While the directional relationship is more likely to flow from seller uncertainty to product uncertainty (because the seller is actively involved in shaping product uncertainty), sellers whose products are deemed less uncertain are also likely to be viewed themselves as less uncertain. Thus, a reciprocal bidirectional relationship between seller and product uncertainty may be more appropriate in theory.

Effects of Product Uncertainty

The information asymmetry literature showed that imperfectly informed buyers are generally worse off (Smallwood and Conlisk 1979) and they discount prices (Milgrom and Weber 1982; Shapiro 1982), resulting in a drop in average seller quality (Hendel and Lizzieri 1999). We extend the information asymmetry literature from the seller to the product to assess the effects of both product (and seller) uncertainty on price premiums.12 eBay auctions are viewed as second-priced, sealed-bid, or Vickrey (1961) auctions (Bapna et al. 2008).13 In such auctions, the highest bidder suffers from Vickrey’s winner’s curse because her valuation (bid) must be higher than the valuations of all competing bidders to win the auction (Bajari and Hortaçsu 2003).14 Information asymmetry about the seller and product is likely to force buyers’ bids to deviate downward in order to shield themselves from the winner’s curse, as theorized below for product uncertainty and seller uncertainty.

Product Uncertainty and Price Premiums

In markets with information asymmetry, buyers face products with hidden characteristics and of potentially poor quality. Unless buyers are able to reliably differentiate between good and bad products, they are unlikely to give price premiums for the good products, and they would value all products toward the average of both good and bad products (Shapiro 1982). For example, a buyer who values a used car in the $10,000 to $14,000 range due to product uncertainty would more likely place a bid at the average ($12,000). However, used cars have a sizeable downward potential (their value may theoretically go to zero for “lemons”) but little upward potential (a used car with a $14,000 book value is unlikely to be worth $28,000). Also, since buyers are generally risk-averse (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), they are likely to weigh a potential for loss (the used car’s true value being lower than its book value) than a potential for gain (the used car’s true value being higher than its book value), the buyer in our example would evaluate the used car at a low valuation toward $10,000. Extending our example, if product uncertainty is higher and product valuation has a higher range (e.g., $8,000 to $16,000), the buyer is more likely to price a used car toward the lower levels of the product valuation range (around $8,000). In contrast, certainty about the product would allow buyers to correctly evaluate a product and offer a fair price close to the product valuation, which, on average, would be higher than the lowball estimate caused by product uncertainty. Applied to online auctions, product uncertainty coupled with the winner’s curse (Bajari and Hortaçsu 2003) makes buyers more price sensitive (Alba et al. 1997), and they are likely to underbid and offer a price discount. However, buyers with lower product uncertainty are less subject to the winner’s curse and their price valuations are likely to reflect values close to the true product valuation, thereby resulting in comparatively higher prices.

Both dimensions of product uncertainty are expected to negatively influence the level of price premiums. First, buyers who have difficulty evaluating the product’s characteristics are likely to compensate for the hidden information by reducing their auction bid. Therefore, description uncertainty is likely to reduce price premiums. Second, fears that the used car will not perform well in the future will lead buyers to reduce their bid; thus, performance uncertainty would also have a negative effect on price premiums. Taken together, we propose.

---

12Besides product uncertainty and seller uncertainty, there are many other factors that affect the buyer’s willingness to pay, and we explicitly include many such control variables, such as the used car’s reliability, consumer ratings, book value, etc. (Table 1). Our basic proposition is that product and seller uncertainty degrade willingness to pay beyond these variables.

13In second-price auctions, the highest (winning) bidder pays the price of the second highest bidder plus one bid increment. A sealed bid suggests that the proxies are not publicly available. While eBay’s bidding system allows bidders to see the current price, this price is actually the second highest bid plus one bid increment.

14In a common value auction, all bidders value the product equally. While bidders may have their own private valuations by independently evaluating product quality, all used cars have a widely accepted common value: their book value.
H2a: Product uncertainty (description and performance) is negatively associated with price premiums.

Seller Uncertainty and Price Premiums

Seller uncertainty is also expected to have a negative effect on price premiums. Seller uncertainty deals with both ex ante adverse seller selection, such as whether the seller is capable and honest, and also ex post seller moral hazard, such as fulfillment problems, delivery delays, contract default, and fraud. Thus, both dimensions of seller uncertainty impede buyers from offering fair prices. The effect of seller uncertainty on price premiums is also justified by Vickrey’s auction pricing theory. Faced with the winner’s curse in online auctions and fearing overbidding to transact with a low-quality seller, buyers are likely to underbid if they are faced with high seller uncertainty. In contrast, if buyers are certain about the seller’s quality, they are likely to reward a high-quality seller with fair price premiums as returns to the seller’s high quality (Klein and Leffler 1981).

H2b: Seller uncertainty (adverse selection and moral hazard) is negatively associated with price premiums.

As informed buyers make better decisions (Hendricks and Porter 1988), H2 implies that product uncertainty forces buyers to offer unfairly low prices to products, resulting in low prices and eventually fewer transactions. Although both product and seller uncertainty are expected to negatively affect price premiums in online markets (H2), a natural question that could arise is whether product uncertainty or seller uncertainty is more influential. While the relative effects of product and seller uncertainty will differ across products, with product uncertainty having a minor role in search goods that can be fully evaluated online before purchase (Ba and Pavlou 2002), for physical experience goods, such as used cars, we expect product uncertainty to dominate the buyer’s mindset.

Also, besides testing the relative consequences of product and seller uncertainty on price premiums, H2 allows us to test the distinction and causal independence of product and seller uncertainty on a common dependent variable. Moreover, H2 would allow us to test in an exploratory manner whether there are complementary or substitutive effects between product and seller uncertainty on price premiums. Substitutive effects would imply that lower levels of seller uncertainty could compensate for higher levels of product uncertainty (and vice versa), while complementarity effects would imply that higher levels of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty would further exacerbate each other’s negative effects. If there are no complementary or substitutive effects, this would imply that buyers independently assess product and seller uncertainty when posting their price bid, as we theorize.

Antecedents of Product Uncertainty

Product uncertainty is conceptualized as a buyer’s information problem due to her difficulty in assessing the product’s true characteristics and predicting its future performance. Product uncertainty arises from the seller’s (1) inability to perfectly describe the product characteristics via the Internet interface and (2) unawareness of true product condition and hidden defects, in addition to her (3) unwillingness to truthfully disclose product quality. These three drivers of product uncertainty (inability, unawareness, unwillingness) are proposed to be salient for physical experience goods whose true characteristics cannot be easily described and whose future performance cannot be easily predicted. We seek to extend the information asymmetry literature that has primarily focused on mitigating the seller’s unwillingness to act cooperatively (seller uncertainty) with numerous solutions by focusing on mitigating the seller’s inability to describe the product with IT-enabled solutions and the seller’s unawareness of hidden defects with the aid of third-parties. Since information problems are resolved by signals (Spence 1973), we extend the literature on seller information signals (mechanisms designed to mitigate seller uncertainty) to product information signals (mechanisms designed to mitigate product uncertainty).

Information signals help buyers infer the value of products with unobservable quality and uncertain value (Crawford and Sobel 1982), and they are particularly useful for physical experience products. The literature sees information signals as a means to help buyers reduce their uncertainty and facilitate their decision making (Urbany et al. 1989). Effective information signals must be visible, clear, credible, and differentially costly (Rao and Monroe 1989). Visible and clear signals help buyers reduce their information search and processing costs, respectively; also, buyers are likely to rely on credible signals from sellers. Differentially costly is the most important property of information signals because effective signals must induce signaling costs. In other words, it should be more costly for a bad seller to transmit the signal (termed separating equilibrium), and it must be more costly for bad products than good ones to transmit a signal (termed single-crossing property). If these two properties are satis-
Our focus is on how signals can address the seller’s inability, unwillingness, and unawareness to describe the true product characteristics (description uncertainty) and predict how the product will perform in the future (performance uncertainty). First, we largely account for the seller’s inability to depict product characteristics by introducing the diagnosticity of online product descriptions to capture the degree to which a seller is able to offer diagnostic descriptions in the form of textual, visual, and multimedia descriptors via the Internet interface. Second, we mainly account for the seller’s unwillingness to truthfully disclose the true product characteristics with the moderating role of seller uncertainty to discount the online product descriptions of uncertain sellers. Third, we largely account for the seller’s unawareness of true product characteristics and future performance by introducing third-party product assurances (inspection, history report, and warranty) that offer independent third-party information and performance guarantees. Because the two dimensions of product uncertainty are closely linked, we expect these antecedents to affect both description and performance uncertainty.16

Diagnosticity of Online Product Descriptions

Following Jiang and Benbasat (2004), we focus on the diagnosticity of online product descriptions to capture the degree to which a seller is able to offer useful product descriptions through the Internet interface. Website diagnosticity—the extent to which a buyer believes that a website is helpful to evaluate a product (Kempf and Smith 1998)—is extended to websites that describe used cars, such as the standard website available on eBay Motors to help sellers describe used cars (e.g., Lewis 2007; Wolf and Muhanna 2005). Extending the IS literature on online presentation formats (e.g., Jiang and Benbasat 2007b; Suh and Lee 2005), we focus on three IT-enabled solutions that sellers can use to enhance their ability to describe their products, namely textual descriptions, visual images, and multimedia tools (e.g., virtual reality, 3D representations). Also, extending the literature on product diagnosticity (Kempf and Smith 1998), we focus on the diagnosticity of the online product description, defined as the extent to which these three website technologies available to sellers to describe a product (text, images, multimedia) are perceived by buyers to be helpful in evaluating the product.

Textual Product Description: Building on the concept of website informativeness, the degree to which buyers perceive that a website offers them resourceful and helpful textual information (Pavlou et al. 2007), the diagnosticity of the textual product description is defined as the degree to which a buyer believes that the seller offers useful textual information to describe a product. In our context, textual descriptions for used cars mostly offer search information, such as the used car’s type of use, maintenance record, and storage history, and they allow sellers to differentially improve their ability to effectively describe the product to buyers.

Although studies have shown that long textual descriptions increase buyers’ utility for used products (Kauffman and Wood 2006), and that the number of bytes in the text file relates to higher prices on eBay Motors (Lewis 2007), the textual description may be viewed as “cheap talk” because it does not incur a differential cost to sellers who do not forfeit a higher cost for longer text descriptions (Jin and Kato 2006). However, in terms of a separating equilibrium, it is costly to write longer diagnostic descriptions with detailed information in terms of time and effort. In terms of the single-crossing property, diagnostic textual descriptions may be a liability for sellers because any deviation from the true characteristics may give a legal basis for product misrepresentation. Therefore, it would be differentially costly for bad products to offer diagnostic textual descriptions relative to good products. Hence, the diagnosticity of textual product descriptions is proposed to be an effective signal that can help buyers reduce both their description uncertainty (in terms of giving detailed information on the product’s characteristics) and also performance uncertainty (in terms of helping buyers infer how the product will perform in the future based on information on its current condition, maintenance, storage, and past usage).

Visual Product Description: The literature shows that images have a positive role in forming product attitudes (Mitchell and Olson 1981). The number of images was asso-

16Our premise is that the proposed antecedents affect both dimensions of product uncertainty (albeit at different degrees), and the exact degree of the effect of each antecedent on each dimension could be identified in an exploratory manner.
In sum, as sellers are likely to differ in their ability to describe their used cars on eBay’s standard website, the diagnosticity of the online product descriptions is likely to differ across sellers. Online product descriptions are proposed to be differentially costly signals that reflect the sellers’ differing ability to describe their products. If buyers perceive the online product description to be diagnostic, they feel more confident assessing the product’s characteristics (Pavlou and Fygenson 2006) and inferring how the product will perform in the future (Kempf and Smith 1998). In contrast, if online product descriptions are incomplete, buyers tend to either treat missing information as negative by assuming that critical information was intentionally withheld from them (Garcia-Retamero and Rieskamp 2009) or ignore descriptions with missing information (Simmons and Lynch 1991). Therefore, diagnostic online product descriptions are proposed to reduce buyer’s product uncertainty.

H3: The diagnosticity of online product descriptions (textual, visual, and multimedia) is negatively associated with product uncertainty.

H3 reflects the differential ability across sellers to reduce buyer’s product uncertainty by offering diagnostic online product descriptions via the Internet interface using textual, visual, and multimedia tools. The diagnosticity of the textual, visual, and multimedia descriptions is likely to differ across used cars, thus having a differential effect in reducing a buyer’s product uncertainty in used cars sold on eBay Motors.

Moderating Role of Seller Uncertainty on the Effectiveness of Online Product Descriptions

Although diagnostic online product descriptions can reduce product uncertainty (H3), their effectiveness is bounded by the degree to which a buyer believes the seller is willing to credibly offer truthful information. Seller reputation theory argues that buyers discount the value of information signals sent by uncertain sellers (Klein and Leffler 1981), especially in light of the seller’s unwillingness to reveal bad product information. The seller has incentives to send false product information signals, unless the cost of sending false signals is higher than the loss of reputation costs that the seller will incur by cheating (Jin and Kato 2006). In contrast, sellers who suffer from adverse selection and are likely to misrep-
sent their own characteristics also are more likely to send
false product information signals to misrepresent the pro-
duct’s characteristics. Thus, buyers would deem online
product descriptions by sellers who suffer from adverse
selection as less diagnostic. Li and Hitt (2008) show that the
effect of information signals is strengthened by seller credi-
bility indicators (i.e., seller feedback rating). Thus, we prop-
ose that the effect of diagnostic online product descriptions
will be attenuated by seller uncertainty.

H4: The negative effect of the diagnosticity of online
product descriptions on product uncertainty is
negatively moderated (attenuated) by seller
uncertainty.

H4 accounts for the unwillingness across sellers to truthfully
disclose the product’s true characteristics by discounting the
online product descriptions of uncertain sellers and their
ability to reduce product uncertainty. In sum, seller uncertain-
ty has multiple roles: first, it has a negative effect on
product uncertainty (H1); second, it has a negative effect on
price premiums (H2); third, it moderates the antecedents of
product uncertainty (H3).

Third-Party Product Assurances

The seller’s unawareness of the product’s true characteristics
prevents buyers and sellers from predicting its future per-
formance. To address this problem, product assurances by
third-parties are needed to objectively offer buyers expert
information on the product’s true characteristics and help
them predict how the product will perform in the future.

There are three third-party tools that offer product assurances
in markets for used cars: (1) inspection, (2) history report, and
(3) warranty, and they are proposed to reduce buyer’s product
uncertainty.

Inspection: An inspection by a qualified third-party mech-
anic gives buyers objective expert information on a used car.
Product inspection (measured as to whether an independent
third-party inspection report exists) is an effective signal
because it is differentially costly. For a used car to be
inspected by a third-party inspector, the seller must incur sub-
stantial nonrefundable upfront costs (about $100). Most
important, bad used cars are unlikely to be inspected because
an objective inspector is likely to identify product defects, and
only good used cars are likely to be inspected. Emons and
Sheldon (2002) found used cars that were not required to
submit inspection reports were more likely to have defects
than those that were required to be inspected. Besides serving
as a signal that helps differentiate across products, product
inspection also contains expert information about the product
from an independent third party (thus reducing description
uncertainty) that buyers can use to predict how the product
will perform in the future (also reducing performance uncer-
tainty). Lee (1998) showed the value of product inspections
by showing that use of third-party inspectors in AUCNET
(Japan’s online auctions for used cars) raised prices for used
cars in online markets versus traditional markets.

History Report: History reports by third-parties, such as
Carfax, offer and certify information about used cars, such as
accidents, major damage (flood, fire), maintenance history,
salvage condition, and past use (e.g., rental). While buyers
can purchase a history report by Carfax and other firms that
certify past information on used cars, product history report
is measured as to whether the seller makes the history report
available to buyers online.

Besides being costly for a seller to buy a history report (about
$20) (thus satisfying the separating equilibrium), history
reports also satisfy the single-crossing property of signals
because bad products with suspect history are unlikely to
make their history report available. Besides distinguishing
between good and bad products, the history report offers
information about the product’s history and past use (reducing
description uncertainty), and helps buyers predict how the
product will perform in the future (also reducing performance
uncertainty).

Warranty: Warranties offered by credible third parties, such
as car manufacturers or specialized warranty firms (Boulding
and Kirmani 1993), give buyers assurance about a used car’s
future performance (Bond 1982). Warranty is measured as to
whether the product comes with a warranty by a manufacturer
or a warranty firm, and it is thus a credible signal that an inde-
pendent authority will guarantee the product’s future perfor-
mance. Warranties certify that the product will either adhere
to some performance standards, or that future problems will
be rectified. Besides its actual cost, which may be substancial,
a warranty is a differentially costly signal because bad
products are unlikely to be guaranteed by a credible entity
(Shimp and Bearden 1982). Also, warranties are cheaper for
good products that are likely to perform better, satisfying the
single-crossing property of information signals (Srivastava
and Mitra 1998). Therefore, warranties can both reduce a
buyer’s performance uncertainty by guaranteeing future per-
formance or at least promising to rectify future defects

\[ \text{In theory, unambiguous and enforceable warranties completely eliminate product uncertainty. In practice, however, warranties are difficult to perfectly specify \textit{ex ante} and costly to fully enforce \textit{ex post} (Liebeskind and Rumelt 1989).} \]
(Milgrom and Weber 1982), and also reduce description uncertainty by giving buyers confidence in the product’s true condition (as the product condition must be acceptable to receive a third-party warranty).

In sum, sellers differ in their strategy to rely on third-party assurances depending on their products and their own unawareness of true product condition. Third-party assurances by unbiased third parties are expected to be clear, visible, credible, and differentially costly signals that buyers could rely on to reduce product uncertainty. Conversely, if products do not have third-party assurances, buyers are likely to assume that either the products contain missing (and potentially negative) information that was not disclosed to them through third parties or they are likely to disregard any seller assurances that are not backed by an independent third party. Therefore, used cars that are backed by third party assurances (inspection, history report, and warranty) are likely to be viewed by buyers as less uncertain compared to used cars without third-party assurances. Thus, we propose

H5: The existence of third-party product assurances (inspection, history report, warranty) is negatively associated with product uncertainty.

H5 accounts for the seller’s unawareness of the product’s true characteristics and its future performance by relying on third-party entities to reduce both the buyer’s description and also her performance uncertainty. Thus, as third-party assurances vary across used cars, they can differentially reduce the buyer’s product uncertainty.

Summarizing the proposed hypotheses, the resulting model (Figure 1) applies to buyers who are serious about acquiring a used car and will carefully assess the product information signals to offer a competitive bid. However, the literature explains that buyers may not identify all publicly available information signals due to information search costs, or they may assess information signals differently due to information processing costs (Purohit and Srivastava 2001). Also, buyers focus on what they deem as the most relevant information signals for them and ignore others (Slovic and Liechtenstein 1971). Product uncertainty thus reflects the extent to which each buyer has observed, processed, valued, and relied upon the available product information signals. The buyer’s product uncertainty is thus proposed to **mediate** the role of the proposed product information signals.

**Control Variables**

The control variables for the study’s dependent variables are presented in Table 1.

**Research Methodology**

**Measurement Development**

**Dependent Variables**

For heterogeneous products, such as used cars, heterogeneity makes it difficult to get an average price to obtain a measure for price premium, and thus we used various benchmarks to calculate price premiums.

**Price premium** was calculated as a percentage value by subtracting the used car’s benchmark value from the final bid (either the highest bid for winning bidders or the second-highest bid for runner-up bidders) and dividing by the benchmark value to obtain the standardized difference from the benchmark value,

\[
\text{Price Premium} = \frac{\text{Final Auction Bid} - \text{Benchmark Value}}{\text{Benchmark Value}} \quad (1)
\]

To calculate a benchmark value, we matched the used cars in our sample with the standard book value for used cars with the same characteristics (make, year, trim, options, mileage, seller’s location), as estimated by **Edmunds True Market Value (TMV)** (www.edmunds.com), **Kelley Blue Book** (www.kbb.com), and **The Black Book**. These standard book values can be viewed as the mean value across cars with the same characteristics (also capturing the car’s brand name, reliability, prestige), thus making a reasonable comparison benchmark. Also, since these values are calculated for offline sales, we also estimated another benchmark with data from all used cars sold on eBay Motors during the same year. We also categorized used cars by make, model, year, trim, and options, and we obtained the average for each of the 210 used cars in our original sample. Mileage adjustment was also performed with a formula similar to Edmunds **TMV**. This measure, based on eBay’s online average was similar to all three proprietary estimates (average \(r > .92\)), which were all very highly correlated to each other (\(r > .90\)). These results imply that the average sale price on eBay is consistent with proprietary offline estimates.

Since virtually all cars on eBay Motors (and all of the cars in our sample) are shipped across the country, we also included the shipping charge in our calculation of the final auction bid, assuming that the winning buyer has to incur the shipping cost to transport the car from the seller’s location to the buyer’s premises. This is necessary since excluding this shipping charge would give expensive cars an advantage (the shipping charge would have a greater penalty on cheaper cars). Based
Table 1. Control Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Variables on Price Premiums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brand Reliability:</strong> Since car brands have considerable differences in terms of quality, prestige, and reliability, we include used car reliability (<a href="http://autos.msn.com/home/reliability_ratings.aspx">http://autos.msn.com/home/reliability_ratings.aspx</a>) as a control variable on price premiums. Moreover, we included the used car’s brand to test for potential fixed effects on price premiums in addition to what is included in the book value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Rating:</strong> Consumer ratings for each used car on Edmunds.com denote how &quot;hot&quot; or popular that used car model is. Since used cars with higher ratings are sought after by more buyers, they are more likely to receive price premiums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auction Duration:</strong> We control for the role of auction duration on price premiums. The literature has shown a positive association between auction duration and final prices (Lucking-Reiley et al. 2007; Melnik and Alm 2005). The longer an auction lasts, the more likely it is to be viewed by more buyers who are likely to place more bids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Featured Auction:</strong> If an auction is featured (displayed prominently on the auction website), it is likely to be seen by more buyers. A featured auction is similar to product advertising, which has been linked to higher prices (Milgrom and Roberts 1986). We thus control for whether an auction is featured on price premiums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auction Ending:</strong> Kauffman and Wood (2006) showed that auctions that end on weekends are more likely to receive higher prices compared to weekdays because they are likely to be viewed by more buyers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auction Timing:</strong> McDonald and Slawson (2002) have shown that auctions ending during the early morning hours (12:01 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.) receive lower prices. Therefore, we control for the effect of auction timing on price premiums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auction Bids:</strong> Given the competitive nature of online auctions, more bids tend to result in higher prices (Ba and Pavlou 2002). Therefore, we control for the number of bids on price premiums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prior Auction Listings:</strong> Since sellers may re-list used cars for sale several times, this suggests that a used car may be viewed by more potential buyers if it is re-listed. Thus, we control for the number of previous auction listings on price premiums.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buyer’s Auction Experience:</strong> The auctions literature has shown buyer experience to have a negative effect on auction prices (Park and Bradlow 2005). The more experienced buyers are in an auction marketplace, the more likely they are to engage in various bidding practices, such as last-second bidding to avoid paying high prices (Bapna et al. 2008). Experimental studies also demonstrate that inexperienced bidders tend to overbid and suffer from the winner’s curse (Bajari and Hortacsu 2004).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buyer Demographics:</strong> Since different car brands and models cater to different consumer demographics, we also control for the buyer’s age, income, and gender.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Variables on Product Uncertainty

| Postponed Prices: Posted prices can reduce product uncertainty by revealing information about the product (e.g., Li et al. 2009). The economics literature argues that high prices signal high quality (Bagwell and Riordan 1991) and that buyers rationally related quality with high prices (Milgrom and Roberts 1986). The marketing literature agrees that buyers use prices as signals of high quality (Rao 2005), a fearing that low prices may be due to poor quality or hidden problems. This is especially true for durable goods, such as used cars, about which consumers are more quality-conscious, and that have a higher posted price-quality correlation (Tellis and Wernefelt 1987). Although posted prices are costly since eBay charges a nominal fee for them, they are not differentially costly because sellers can charge high prices for both bad and good products. Nonetheless, because posted prices are clear and visible signals, we do control for their potential effect on product uncertainty. In online auction markets, sellers have three ways to signal price: (1) reserve, (2) starting, and (3) buy-it-now. |  |
| Reserve Price: The existence of reserve prices is viewed as a signal of high quality in markets with incomplete information (Stigler 1964). Kamins et al. (2004) show that the reserve price signals buyers that it is a high quality product that the seller will not easily part with unless a high valuation is received. Also, thinking that the seller is not making an effort to guarantee a certain price, buyers may see auctions without a reserve as suspicious. Thus, the existence of a reserve price is controlled for. |  |
| Starting Price: The starting price (measured as a percentage of the used car’s book value) prevents a product from being sold below a seller’s valuation, and it is thus controlled for its potential effect on product uncertainty. |  |
| Buy-It-Now Price: The buy-it-now price (measured as a percentage over the used car’s book value) gives buyers an exact estimate of the seller’s desired product valuation (at what price the seller is willing to give up a product). Kamins et al. linked high posted prices (which are equivalent to buy-it-now prices in online auction markets) with high product value, explaining that high posted prices help increase the buyer’s internal reference price. Thus, the buy-it-now price is controlled for its potential impact on product uncertainty. |  |
Table 1. Control Variables (Continued)

| **Product Book Value**: This value is an estimate of a used car’s intrinsic worth based on used cars with similar characteristics (brand, model, age, mileage, condition). Buyers can get a decent estimate of a used car’s book value by inputting the car’s characteristics on consumer websites such as Edmunds.com and Kelley Blue Book. According to utility theory (Kalman 1968), expensive products have a greater variance in their quality (due to the magnitude of their value), and thus have a greater potential for loss. Because of the potential monetary loss assumed by the buyer for expensive products whose value may be lower than expected, a higher book value may be associated with a higher product uncertainty. |  |
| **Product Usage**: The prior usage of used cars (age and mileage) offers useful information about their quality and condition. Adams et al. (2006) show that buyers discount older cars with more miles since they are more likely to have quality problems. Also, because older cars with more miles are more likely to require maintenance and repair costs (Bond 1982), they tend to incite higher product uncertainty. Newer cars with fewer miles, as shown in Lee’s (1998) AUCNET study, are more likely to sell since they are viewed as less uncertain. Thus, used cars with more miles may be associated with higher product uncertainty. |  |
| **Control Variables on Seller Uncertainty**: |  |
| **Feedback Ratings**: The seller’s feedback ratings denote the probability that the seller will transact properly. Many positive ratings suggest to the buyer that a seller has had many successful past transactions, which in turn makes the buyer predict that the seller is unlikely to act opportunistically. A high percentage of negative ratings suggests a seller has had several problematic transactions in the past, raising buyer fears that similar problems may recur in the future (moral hazard). Wolf and Muhanna (2005) show a significant association between a seller’s positive ratings and price premiums for used cars on eBay Motors. We thus control for the number of a seller’s positive feedback ratings and the percentage of a seller’s negative feedback ratings. This is because feedback ratings can be viewed as a proxy for reputation (Ariely and Simonson 2003; Ba and Pavlou 2002). |  |
| **Seller Variables**: We control for two seller variables: the seller’s number of past used car transactions on eBay Motors, and whether the seller is a professional dealer. Compared to individual sellers who rarely sell used cars, dealers have incentives not to act opportunistically because they must abide by state laws that require them to ensure quality and offer basic warranties. While state laws may not readily apply to interstate transactions on eBay Motors, they may still constrain dealers from selling low-quality cars, and buyers may be more willing to transact with dealers. Professional dealers are also more likely to engage in various successful selling practices to raise prices. Andrews and Benzing (2007) showed that dealers sold cars at a premium (although they had a lower success rate because of high reserve prices). Therefore, we control for these two seller characteristics. |  |
| **Buyer-Seller Communication**: Sellers have the opportunity to provide their contact information (phone or e-mail) to buyers, which may reduce seller uncertainty. To ascertain the extent of any direct buyer-seller communication, buyers were asked to provide the number of times they communicated with the seller (either by phone or email) during the auction they bid upon. |  |

*Despite the perceptual relationship between price and quality, actual quality and posted price are not necessarily related.

*The reserve price is a hidden value that sellers set and that buyers must exceed to win the auction. Since the reserve price is hidden, its level is viewed as a binary variable if the seller posts a hidden reserve. The starting price is the floor price at which sellers allow buyers to start bidding, denoting the lowest price the seller is willing to accept. For used cars, it is measured as a percentage of the product’s book value. The buy-it-now price is the seller’s fixed posted price (measured as a percentage relative to book value) at which a buyer can buy the product anytime during the duration of the auction.

*Despite the proposed negative role of starting price on product uncertainty (and thus its positive role on price premium) due to signaling high product quality, a high starting price may also have a negative effect on prices by preventing bids. However, a large number of low bids well below a product’s actual value is unlikely to severely affect price premiums.

*The proposed impact of the buy-it-now price on price premiums does not necessarily suggest that the product must sell at the posted buy-it-now price, but it can still sell at any price through the regular auction route. It is also possible that a product can be sold at the buy-it-now price, which in this case, is also very likely to be at a price premium (since sellers typically set the buy-it-now price at a higher price than what they expect to receive through a regular auction).

*Book value relates to the magnitude, not the probability of loss (which relates to the car’s reliability). This is because a used car’s book value already accounts for its reliability. However, we explicitly control for used car reliability.

*While seller information signals, such as brand name and advertising, were shown in the literature to reduce uncertainty (Urbany et al. 1989), they are not applicable in eBay Motors, where small sellers lack brand name and serious advertising.
on the data on the seller’s and buyer’s location, we thus calculated the standard shipping cost between each buyer–seller pair, as given by Dependable Auto Shippers (www.ads.com).  

**Product and Seller Uncertainty**

The reflective scales of product and seller uncertainty were measured with primary data by asking buyers to assess their product uncertainty and seller uncertainty for a specific eBay Motors auction in which they bid (Appendix B). Our goal was to be consistent with the conceptual definitions of product and seller uncertainty and rely on existing scales of seller uncertainty (Pavlou et al. 2007). The measurement items were shaped to relate to buyers in eBay Motors to get meaningful responses. The seven-point measurement items were pilot-tested using interviews with seven eBay buyers who had previously purchased a used car on eBay Motors. To reduce the concern for common method variance (Podsakoff et al. 2003), several items were measured with reverse scales.

**Quantification of Online Product Descriptions**

To assess the diagnosticity of the three aspects (textual, visual, multimedia) of the online product description of each of the used cars in our sample, four independent sets of two coders who were unaware of the study’s purpose were recruited. Three sets of two coders were only presented a single aspect (textual, visual, multimedia, or overall) product description and one set of coders were presented the entire online product description. The sets of coders were asked to evaluate each aspect by responding to one of the following items on a seven-point Likert-type scale:

- The text in the online product description helped me adequately evaluate this used car [textual]
- The pictures in the online product description helped me adequately evaluate this used car [visual]
- The multimedia tool in the online product description helped me adequately evaluate this used car [multimedia]
- The overall online product description helped me adequately evaluate this used car [overall]

The following precautions were followed for all online product descriptions to prevent potential biases: First, each set of coders was only shown a single (textual, visual, multimedia, or overall) product description. Second, posted prices and third-party product assurances were omitted from the online product description. Third, to prevent ordering bias, each coder received a different random order of online product descriptions. Fourth, to ensure independent coding and credible inter-rater reliability scores, the coders did not communicate during the task. Fifth, to calculate Holsti’s (1969) intra-coder reliability, each coder analyzed an extra 10 percent of randomly selected duplicate product descriptions. Finally, to overcome fatigue, the coders were asked to code only 30 product descriptions per day, and the process was spread over a 2-week period to give them ample rest.

To test the objectivity, reproducibility, and reliability of the quantification of the online product descriptions, three reliability scores were calculated for each of the online product descriptions: Krippendorff’s (1980) alpha, Perreault and Leigh’s (1989) reliability index, and Holsti’s (1969) intra-coder reliability. Since all reliability scores exceeded the recommended values (Table 2), the quantification is deemed reliable. As Kolbe and Burnett (1991, p. 248) explained,  

---

**Table 2. Reliability Scores from the Evaluation of Online Product Descriptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Product Description</th>
<th>Krippendorff’s Alpha (&gt;.70)</th>
<th>Reliability Index (&gt;.80)</th>
<th>Intra-Coder Reliability (&gt;.80)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textual Product Description</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Product Description</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Product Description</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Product Description</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“interjudge reliability is often perceived as the standard measure of research quality. High levels of disagreement among judges suggest weaknesses in research methods, including the possibility of poor operational definitions, categories, and judge training.” Appendix C compares the quantification of the diagnosticity of online product descriptions with numerical measures (e.g., number of words, bytes, pictures) and also with a self-reported measure of each of the four product descriptions, as assessed by the actual buyers.

Antecedents of Product Uncertainty

Online product descriptions and third-party product assurances were represented with formative models because they were deemed appropriate for modeling the proposed information signals. First, since each signal conveys a unique piece of information, a formative model maintains the distinctiveness of each signal. Second, formative models maintain the relative weight of the underlying variables on the latent construct, thus capturing how much each signal reduces product uncertainty. Third, a formative model is a parsimonious representation of many signals, thus forming a unitary theoretical construct to represent distinct signals and extending the information signaling literature that has viewed information signals as disjointed variables. We thus propose a formative model to represent the textual, visual, and multimedia descriptions, in which each information signal is unique and contributes a distinct piece of information to capture the diagnosticity of the product description of each used car on eBay Motors. A formative model is also proposed to parsimoniously model the existence of third-party product assurances where each of the three assurances (inspection, history report, and warranty) is a unique signal that offers a distinct element to each used car’s third-party assurance on eBay Motors (Table 3).

Finally, the study’s control variables that were measured with secondary data are described in Table 4.

Data Collection

The data collection procedure matched each buyer’s primary responses on product and seller uncertainty of the auction on which they had recently bid with secondary data on the auction. Since it was necessary to estimate each car’s book value, we assured that all cars had clean titles. We also manually examined each used car’s online product description to filter out cars with suspicious descriptions. We randomly selected 500 auctions from unique sellers with at least two unique bids. The two highest bidders from each of these 500 auctions were contacted within 24 hours of the auction’s completion. Although the highest bid reflects the most credible auction bid (regardless of whether it won the auction or not), the highest bidder may suffer from the winner’s curse (Vickrey 1961) thus downplaying uncertainty in her pursuit of winning the auction. The second-highest bidders, although more likely to underbid, were also elicited because they are less subject to the winner’s curse.

The two highest bidders were asked, in personalized e-mails clearly identifying the auctions they had recently bid upon, to participate in a survey. The study’s purpose was explained in the e-mail, which contained a URL link to the survey instrument. While the respondents were asked to reveal their eBay ID to match their responses to the auction data, they were informed that the results would be reported in aggregate to insure their anonymity. The respondents were also offered several raffle prizes. The invited bidders were only allowed...
Table 4. Description of the Study’s Control Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Price</td>
<td>Since the reserve price is hidden, the existence of a reserve price was measured as a binary variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting Price</td>
<td>This was measured as a percentage difference of the starting price from the used car's book value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy-It-Now Price</td>
<td>This was measured as the percentage difference of the buy-it-now price from the used car's book value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book Value</td>
<td>The book value for each used car was obtained by matching each used car's characteristics with the estimates from three firms that specialize in used car pricing (Edmunds True Market Value, Kelley Blue Book, and The Black Book). Product condition was assessed with two coders who rated the condition of each used car as excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor, following Andrews and Benzing (2007). A consensus was reached between the two coders and, based on the estimated product condition, the corresponding book value estimates from these three firms was calculated. Since these three estimates were extremely highly correlated ($r &gt; .91$), the results using any of these estimates were similar. The more common Edmunds “true market value” was chosen because it also accounts for the car’s geographical location. The private-party estimate was chosen since it is closer to eBay’s auctions. Irrespective of which estimate was chosen, the results would be identical since there is a perfect correlation among the private party, trade-in, and retail estimates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>This was measured with two indicators of used car usage, age and mileage, taken from the seller’s eBay description, and they were confirmed by the car’s VIN (age) and Carfax (mileage). Given the high correlation between age and mileage ($r = 0.83$), to avoid collinearity, product usage was operationalized as a unitary variable averaged from the age and mileage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction Duration</td>
<td>The auction duration showed the number of days the car was auctioned, which ranged from 3 to 10 days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featured Auction</td>
<td>This binary variable showed if the product was listed as a featured (bolded) item on eBay’s Web site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction Ending</td>
<td>This binary variable showed if the auction ended during a weekday or the weekend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction Timing</td>
<td>This binary variable showed whether the auction ended in the early morning hours (12:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.) or regular hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer Rating</td>
<td>For each car, we obtained a rating that reflected how popular, or “hot,” the car was among consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand Reliability</td>
<td>The overall reliability score reported by JD Power &amp; Associates was used for each car brand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction Bids</td>
<td>This variable captured how many unique bids from different buyers were placed during an action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Auction Listing</td>
<td>By tracking each car’s VIN, we measured the number of times each car had previously been listed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer’s Auction Experience</td>
<td>The buyer’s experience was captured by the number of past completed transactions on eBay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Ratings</td>
<td>Positive feedback ratings were measured by the number of each seller’s positive lifetime ratings, and negative ones were measured by each seller’s negative ratings. Given the distribution of positive and negative ratings, the natural logarithm was used to normalize their distribution, consistent with the literature (e.g., Ba and Pavlou 2002).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller Characteristics</td>
<td>The number of a seller’s past transactions of used cars on eBay Motors was measured, and whether the seller was an individual or a professional dealer (verified by number of used car transactions and product listing).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyer-Seller Communication</td>
<td>This variable measures how many interactions the buyer had with the seller (e-mail or phone).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Respondents’ Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Education (Years)</th>
<th>eBay Experience (Years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average (STD)</td>
<td>40.1 (17.1)</td>
<td>51% women</td>
<td>$45K ($34K)</td>
<td>16.7 (5.1)</td>
<td>4.1 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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one week to respond to ensure that they responded to the survey before the used car was delivered. In all, 186 responses were obtained from the highest bidders (37 percent response rate) and 145 responses from the second highest bidders (29 percent response rate), for a total of 331 responses. These responses were matched to the corresponding 210 unique auctions (121 from both bidders, 65 from the highest bidders, and 24 from the second highest bidders), and secondary data were then collected from these completed auctions. Table 5 reports the demographics.

Two separate analyses were initially conducted based on the survey responses of the two highest bidders. However, because the results of the two highest bidders are similar (omitted for brevity), we only report results from the highest bidder (n = 186) since the highest bid denotes the auction’s price premium, which determines the transaction activity. Since the second-highest bidders are likely to over-estimate the role of product and seller uncertainty, the data from the highest bidders are largely protected from the winner’s curse (Yin 2006). eBay Motors hosts second-price auctions, the highest bidders are likely to be more conservative, and thus the highest bidders are not significantly different. The samples categorized all information signals in our proposed categories. Again, with no exceptions, all subjects categorized all information signals in a similar fashion to our theorized constructs. Accordingly, the Q-sort method shows that the formative latent constructs exhibit content, convergent, and discriminant validity. These results demonstrate discriminant and convergent validity for the formative latent constructs. Finally, the composite second-order formative variables of online product descriptions and third-party assurances fully mediate the impact of their underlying first-order variables when affecting product uncertainty (Appendix D).

For the reflective constructs of product and seller uncertainty, convergent and discriminant validity can be inferred when all measurement items load higher on their hypothesized construct than on all other constructs (own-loadings are higher than cross-loadings), and the square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) of each construct is larger than all other cross-correlations (Chin et al. 2003). First, the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) in partial least squares (PLS) showed that all measurement items load more highly on their hypothesized constructs, while the cross-correlations were much lower (Appendix B). Second, the AVE for product uncertainty (.94) and seller uncertainty (.96) were acceptable by exceeding all cross-correlations, implying that the variance

**Results**

**The Measurement Model**

The construct validity of the formative constructs was first tested using a multitrait–multimethod (MTMM) analysis, which tests whether the items within each latent formative construct are more highly correlated with their (second-order) latent construct than with any other variable (Loch et al. 2003). All inter-item correlations between the latent constructs (online product descriptions and third-party assurances) and each of their signals (in italics) are much higher than all other item-construct correlations (Table 6). Besides, the correlations among the product information signals in a given category (in italics) are not necessarily higher than other correlations (in fact, high correlations might cause multicollinearity). The correlations among the formative latent constructs were modest, implying that they were distinct from each other (Table 6). The formative constructs were tested with the two-step Q-sorting method.

This procedure can be useful in determining (1) if all of the facets of the construct are measured (i.e., content validity), if (2) the measures for each construct belong together (i.e., convergent validity), and are distinguishable from measures of other constructs (i.e., discriminant validity)” (Petter et al. 2007, p. 640).
Table 6. Descriptive Statistics and Inter-Item and Item-Construct Correlation Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Mean (STD)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>5a</th>
<th>5b</th>
<th>5c</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>6a</th>
<th>6b</th>
<th>6c</th>
<th>7a</th>
<th>7b</th>
<th>7c</th>
<th>8a</th>
<th>8b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Transaction Activity</td>
<td>0.35 (0.50)</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Price Premium</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.35)</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Product Uncertainty</td>
<td>3.89 (1.11)</td>
<td>-.33</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Seller Uncertainty</td>
<td>3.21 (1.21)</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Online Product Descriptions</td>
<td>4.53 (1.33)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>-.53</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a. Textual Description</td>
<td>5.07 (1.45)</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.51</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b. Visual Description</td>
<td>5.23 (1.53)</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>-.55</td>
<td>-.26</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5c. Multimedia Description</td>
<td>3.11 (1.78)</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Third-Party Assurances</td>
<td>0.19 (0.38)</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>-.43</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a. Product Inspection</td>
<td>0.17 (0.41)</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>-.48</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b. Product History Report</td>
<td>0.19 (0.45)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6c. Product Warranty</td>
<td>0.22 (0.39)</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>-.44</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a. Product Reserve Price</td>
<td>0.84 (0.34)</td>
<td>-.25</td>
<td>-.32</td>
<td>-.27</td>
<td>-.38</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7b. Product Starting Price</td>
<td>0.32 (0.30)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-.20</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7c. Buy It Now Price</td>
<td>1.21 (0.37)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a. Product Book Value (US$)</td>
<td>11.1K (6.1K)</td>
<td>-.24</td>
<td>-.31</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b. Product Age (Years)</td>
<td>6.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.46</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8c. Product Mileage (1K miles)</td>
<td>71.2 (50.3)</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.45</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

explained by each construct is larger than the measurement error variance. Thus, the reflective constructs have convergent and discriminant validity. Finally, the reliability for product uncertainty (.91) and seller uncertainty (.93) are satisfactory. In sum, these tests validate the measurement properties of product and seller uncertainty.

The Structural Model

Model testing was conducted with Partial Least Squares (PLS), which is best suited for complex models by placing minimal demands on sample size (Chin et al. 2003). PLS accounts for the single-item secondary variables that are not necessarily distributed normally, the formative latent variables, and the interaction effects. The estimation of the formative models was concurrently performed with the entire structural model (Figure 2), following Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001). For ease of exposition, only the signific-

---

23 The interaction effects were initially tested using the products of the PLS indicators method (Chin et al. 2003). We also calculated the interaction effects using the product of the sums (Goodhue et al. 2007), and the results were identical.
multicollinearity was not a serious concern since the eigenvalues, tolerance values, and the VIFs were all acceptable. Also, no evidence of heteroscedasticity and high leverage outliers were detected during the analyses.

**Hypotheses Testing**

First, to test the distinction between product and seller uncertainty (H1), we examined if the two variables (1) factor independently, (2) coexist without acting in the same way, and (3) have different relationships with other variables. First, a confirmatory factor analysis (Appendix B) showed product and seller uncertainty to be discriminant with distinct loadings. Second, product and seller uncertainty have a modest correlation (r = .45) (Table 6). Third, product and seller uncertainty have different relationships with their antecedents and effects (price premiums), as Figure 2 attests. These tests suggest that product uncertainty and seller uncertainty are two distinct variables, thus partly supporting H1.

As shown in Figure 2, seller uncertainty is positively related to product uncertainty (β = 0.30), further supporting H1 that the two variables are distinct, albeit mutually related. Product uncertainty negatively affects price premiums (β = -0.55), supporting H2a. Seller uncertainty also has a negative effect on price premiums (β = -0.24), supporting H2b. Thus, H2 is fully supported. The effect of product uncertainty on price premiums is higher (t = 14.5, p < .01) than that of seller uncertainty. This finding is perhaps an artifact of the focal good (used cars), where the key issue faced by buyers is to assess a complex good, thus product uncertainty is the major concern. Nonetheless, along with the control variables, seller and product uncertainty explain 82 percent of the variance in price premiums (measured with objective secondary data).

Price premiums have a significant effect on transaction activity (coded as a binary variable depending on whether the auction resulted in a sale, either with a bid that exceeded the reserve price, via the buy-it-now option, or with any bid for auctions with no reserve), validating Pavlou and Gefen (2005). Transaction activity is an important success outcome for online auctions that rely on high transaction volume and market liquidity.

In terms of the three antecedents of product uncertainty, online product descriptions had a significant effect (β = -.44), supporting H3. The moderating role of seller uncertainty on diagnostic online product descriptions was significant (β = -.28), supporting H4. The interaction effect was also vali-
dated using Cohen’s $f^2$ (Carte and Russell 2003). The Cohen’s $f^2$ value = 18.36 ($R^2 = 11.2$ percent) was medium-large (Chin et al. 2003). Third-party product assurances significantly reduced product uncertainty ($\beta = -.26$), thereby supporting H5. Along with the significant control variables (product usage, book value, reserve price), the variance explained in product uncertainty was 73 percent, implying that most of the variance is explained by the proposed antecedents.

None of the antecedents of seller uncertainty that were controlled for in this study (Table 1) had a significant effect on product uncertainty, while none of the hypothesized antecedents of product uncertainty had a significant effect on seller uncertainty. This implies that the antecedents of product and seller uncertainty are clearly distinct (also shown in Appendix D), supporting the distinction between product uncertainty and seller uncertainty (H1).

In terms of the formative indicators of online product descriptions, the visual description had a significant effect ($\beta = .52$) on the overall diagnosticity of the product description followed by the textual description ($\beta = .39$). This is consistent with Mitchell and Olson (1981) and Ottaway et al. (2003), who argued that pictures are more informative than text. The multimedia tools had a marginally significant effect ($\beta = .15$), implying that the multimedia tools are not overly useful in enhancing the diagnosticity of product descriptions. Finally, in terms of the formative indicators of third-party assurances, product inspection had the strongest effect ($\beta = .51$), followed by product warranty ($\beta = .32$). This is consistent with Lee (1998), who argued that buyers preferred inspected used cars. Product history reports had a marginally significant effect ($\beta = .14$). The second-order formative constructs fully mediated the effect of their respective antecedents (Appendix D).

**Economic Effects**

In addition to validating the mitigators of product uncertainty, we wanted to test their direct economic effects using least-square regressions that linked the online product descriptions and third-party assurances directly on price premiums and transaction activity. Holding all other variables constant, on average, a single-point increase in the seven-point scale of online product descriptions would translate into about a 5 percent increase in price premiums. This suggests a premium of almost $500 for an average car. Broken down by type of online product description, an increase by one point in visual descriptions could give a $250 premium, a $180 premium in textual descriptions, and a $65 premium in multimedia descriptions. Reflected in the quantitative measures of product descriptions (Appendix B), a single increase in the number of pictures will increase price premiums by 0.08 percent or about $8 (albeit the increase is nonlinear and levels off after about 25 pictures). A multimedia tool fetches about $55, while each word can be translated into about $0.06 increase (again with significant nonlinearities). Moreover, in terms of the third-party assurances, on average, inspection will result in an increase in price premiums of 1.8 percent ($175), warranty will increase price premiums by 1.6 percent ($155), and a history report by $52. Given that the cost of inspection is about $100 and of a history report about $20, these third-party assurances offer a positive return on investment, while warranties (which vary a lot but are often higher than $155) may not offer a positive return.

In terms of transaction activity, keeping all other variables constant, on average, a single-point increase in the seven-point scale of online product descriptions would translate into about 3 percent increase in the probability of sale. Ceteris paribus, a single-point increase in visual product descriptions will increase the probability of sale by 1.5 percent, textual product descriptions by 1.2 percent, and multimedia by 0.4 percent. Inspection and warranties will each increase the probability of sale by almost about 1 percent, on average, while history reports only by about 0.2 percent.

---

24Cohen’s $f^2 = R^2(\text{interaction model}) - R^2(\text{main effects model})/[1 - R^2(\text{main effects model})].$

25Carte and Russell (2003) warned against the interpretation of main effects in the presence of moderating effects with interval scale measures (those typically measured on Likert-type scales), recommending instead the use of ratio scales (those with ordered data and a natural zero). The secondary variables in our dataset are true ratio scales with a natural zero and ordered data. Hence, it is possible to interpret both the direct and also the interaction effects simultaneously.

26Since nonlinear (quadratic) effects may confound moderating effects (Carte and Russell 2003), we added quadratic ($X^2$) factors as independent variables. We also tested potential interaction effects both among the study’s independent variables and also with the buyer demographics. The results showed that none of the quadratic or interaction effects were significant.

27The formative model of online product descriptions was also supported since the proxy of the overall diagnosticity of the online product description was highly correlated ($r = .75, p < .001$) with the aggregate score formed by the three indicators.

28The percentages vary depending on the value in the seven-point scale in a nonlinear fashion. Specifically, the change from 1 to 2 is only about 3 percent, 2 to 3 is 4 percent, 3 to 4 is 5 percent, 4 to 5 is 6.5 percent, 5 to 6 is 6 percent, and 6 to 7 is 5.5 percent.
While these figures suggest that the antecedents of product uncertainty have measurable economic effects on both dependent variables, on average, these values must be assessed with caution because of the considerable nonlinearities in the measurement values of the independent variables and the large variance in the book values of used cars. Thus, while these economic effects have important practical considerations, sellers must perform an individual analysis for each used car to justify any specific investments in any product uncertainty mitigators.

Dimensions of Product and Seller Uncertainty

Consistent with our hypotheses, the primary data analysis viewed the dimensions of product uncertainty (description and performance) and seller uncertainty (adverse selection and moral hazard) as unitary constructs (Figure 2). However, we also explored their respective dimensions separately (Figure 3), which is allowed by the discriminant validity tests among the two dimensions of product and seller uncertainty (Appendix B).

As shown in Figure 3, adverse seller selection has a significant effect only on description uncertainty while moral hazard only has a significant effect on performance uncertainty (but not vice versa), supporting H1 and implying that the respective \textit{ex ante} and \textit{ex post} dimensions of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty are only correlated to each other with minimal cross-over effects. Both dimensions of product uncertainty have a significant effect on price premiums, further supporting H2a. Performance uncertainty ($\beta = -.35$) has a much stronger effect than description uncertainty ($\beta = -.23$), perhaps reflecting the buyer's ultimate fear of how the product will perform in the future. Both dimensions of seller uncertainty have a moderate ($p < .10$) effect on price premiums (also supporting H2b). Still, the effects of adverse selection and moral hazard are substantially smaller than those of the respective dimensions of product uncertainty, further supporting the higher impact of product uncertainty for used cars. Similar to Figure 2, none of the dimensions of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty have a direct effect on transaction activity, and price premiums also fully mediate their impact.

In terms of the antecedents of product uncertainty, the diagnosticity of online product descriptions had a significant effect on both description uncertainty ($\beta = -.54$) and also on performance uncertainty ($\beta = -.17$), further supporting H3. While the diagnostic online product descriptions mostly mitigate description uncertainty, they also have a significant effect on performance uncertainty. This is perhaps because the information in the descriptions also helps buyers infer how the product will perform in the future, consistent with our theorizing.

In terms of the moderating role of seller uncertainty on the effect of diagnostic online product descriptions on product uncertainty (H4), only adverse selection (but not moral hazard) has a significant moderating effect ($\beta = -.20$). This may be explained since adverse selection deals with \textit{ex ante} assessment of seller quality, which mostly corresponds to the \textit{ex ante} notion of assessing product quality reflected by description uncertainty.

Overall, the results of Figure 3 are largely consistent with the results of Figure 2, albeit delving deeper into the underlying dimensions of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty and their respective interrelationships.

Additional Robustness Checks

First, we examined whether product and seller uncertainty (and their dimensions) have any interaction effects on price premiums in an exploratory fashion. None of the interaction effects were statistically significant ($p > .10$), or explained any substantial amount of variance in price premiums (results omitted for brevity). These results imply that buyers \textit{separately} assess product uncertainty and seller uncertainty when posting their price bid.

Second, the direct effect of book value on price premiums\footnote{The price premium is the difference between the bid price and the book value, standardized by book value. In this way, price premium becomes a new entity that is not necessarily dependent on book value. To assure that no regression rules were violated because of the calculation of price premium, we first showed that price premium has a unimodal distribution. Second, there was no heteroscedasticity detected in the overall model. Third, the regression residuals followed a normal distribution. These tests suggest that no regression rules were violated when regressing book value on price premiums.} can be explained by the fact that cheaper cars are affordable to more buyers (due to income effects). In fact, Wolf and
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Muhanna (2005) found that cheaper used cars sell better on eBay Motors. Expensive cars attract fewer bidders, which is consistent with the buyer demographics (correlation between book value and auction bids is r = -.29, p < .01). Therefore, more buyers compete for cheaper cars, resulting in a higher competition that raises prices.

Third, in terms of posted prices, the significant effect of reserve price on price premiums can be explained because a hidden reserve price discourages buyers from bidding since they must outbid the seller’s hidden reserve price, thus making a good deal unlikely (Katkar and Reily 2006). Endowment theory also suggests that sellers often get emotionally attached to their products and assign a higher value to them, leading to higher reserve prices. Sellers may also use reserve prices to show they are willing to repeatedly re-list the product until a buyer with a high valuation emerges. Re-listing products (prior listings) is herein shown to be associated with price premiums (Figures 2 and 3). Because starting prices do not have a negative effect on price premiums, they could be used instead to protect sellers. Elyakime et al. (1994) argued that sellers are worse off when using a hidden reserve price than a starting price. Still, Kauffman and Wood (2006) argued that high starting prices discourage buyers from bidding, even if they show that the existence of a starting price increases buyer utility.

Fourth, in terms of seller uncertainty, positive feedback ratings had a significant role (β = -0.27, p < .01). However, negative feedback ratings had only a weak effect (β = .09, p < .10). Consistent with the IS literature (Kauffman and Wood 2006), sellers on eBay have very few negative ratings (about 1 percent), making it difficult to demonstrate their effect. If the seller is a dealer significantly mitigates seller uncertainty (β = -0.21, p < .01) and raises price premiums. This is partly because dealers more often use reserve prices to secure higher...
prices (Wolf and Muhanna 2005). While the existence of a reserve price reduces transaction activity and price premiums on average, if a used car does sell with a high reserve price, this guarantees a high price premium. This strategy, however, results in more re-listings given the low probability of sale when a high reserve is used.

Fifth, the data include both sold and unsold cars since only 35 percent of the used cars in our sample were sold (due to reserve prices). When repeated with only sold cars, the data offered similar results (omitted for brevity). To test for response bias, and because the 35 percent sell-through rate in our sample is higher than the eBay Motors average (=21 percent), our results were compared with a random sample of auctions on eBay Motors. These results (also omitted for brevity) suggest that nonresponse bias is not a major concern for the study’s reported results.

Finally, our premise is that product uncertainty fully mediates the role of its mitigators on price premiums. To test if product uncertainty can be omitted without loss of predictive power, Baron and Kenny’s (1986) test for mediation was used (Appendix D). When product uncertainty was omitted from the model, the direct effect of its mitigators on price premiums was significant. However, when product uncertainty was included, all three antecedents became insignificant. The variance explained in price premiums is much lower (R² = 64 percent) than the full model (R² = 81 percent) (ΔR² = 17 percent), implying that product uncertainty is a full mediator in the research model.

Discussion

Key Findings and Theoretical Contributions

First, this study formally conceptualizes product uncertainty as a distinct construct with two dimensions (description and performance). Second, it shows product uncertainty to have a higher effect on price premiums than seller uncertainty. Third, it explains 82 percent of the variance in price premiums (measured with secondary data), thus capturing most of the variance in price premiums. Fourth, it empirically identifies key information signals (online product descriptions and third-party assurances) that mitigate product uncertainty and explain much (73 percent) of its variance. Finally, the structural model shows that product uncertainty is distinct from, albeit affected by, seller uncertainty and has a full mediating role. In sum, the combination of secondary and primary data allows us to test how buyers assess publicly available information signals and act upon them to shape their assessment of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty and determine their price bids in online auction markets.

Implications for Theory

Implications for the Conceptualization of Product Uncertainty

While product uncertainty is a major problem for online markets and despite the term product uncertainty having been introduced over 10 years ago (Liang and Huang 1998), it has alas been treated as a background construct with minimal conceptualization. This study’s first contribution is to address this gap in the literature by formally conceptualizing the nature of product uncertainty as a distinct construct. Although this distinction may be intuitive (sellers and products are distinct entities) at first blush, it does need formal articulation and testing. Product uncertainty is theorized as a unique information problem shared by both buyers and sellers that goes beyond dyadic information asymmetry due to the seller’s unwillingness to be forthcoming (adverse selection) or act cooperatively (moral hazard). The dimensions of product uncertainty stress distinction from seller uncertainty by specifying the seller’s inability to perfectly describe the product online (description uncertainty) and the seller’s unawareness of all product defects that may affect its future performance (performance uncertainty).

The economics literature essentially ignored product uncertainty and focused on seller uncertainty by assuming product uncertainty to arise from the seller’s unwillingness to truthfully describe the product to misrepresent a low-quality product (a lemon) for a high-quality one (a cherry) (Akerlof 1970). This study extends this literature by theorizing product uncertainty as distinct from seller uncertainty because of the seller’s inability to describe the product online and the seller’s unawareness of true product condition. This implies that information asymmetry in online markets is not only from dishonest sellers misrepresenting lemons for cherries, but also that sellers cannot easily differentiate cherries from lemons due to their inability to describe products online and their unawareness of hidden defects. Information asymmetry is thus a more complex problem than the literature has suggested, implying that it should be viewed beyond merely a problem of seller incentives to be resolved with seller information signals. Instead, we view product uncertainty as a broader information problem.

While the emerging literature on product uncertainty has focused on the ex ante adverse selection problem (e.g., Ghose 2009; Li and Hitt 2008), this study extends product uncer-
tainty to ex post performance uncertainty, which deals with how the product will perform in the future (similar to seller moral hazard). The practical value of this extension is to isolate the related facets of product uncertainty (description and performance uncertainty) and stress the need for specific information signals (such as assurances from third parties) that would help sellers become aware of all product defects and help buyers predict how the product will perform in the future.

The distinction between seller uncertainty and product uncertainty also extends the literature that has viewed product uncertainty as falling under seller uncertainty. This assumption may have had legitimacy in offline markets where buyers could physically inspect and fully evaluate a product. This assumption was perhaps adequate in online markets for search goods, such as books, that can be easily assessed before purchase (Pavlou et al. 2007) and the primary source of buyer’s uncertainty is the seller’s unwillingness to deliver the right product on time (Dellarocas 2006). However, this assumption is invalidated in online markets for experience goods that are constrained by the physical separation between buyers and products, the limitations of the Internet interface, and the seller’s unawareness of true product quality. This implies that past research on experience goods may have suffered from omitted variable bias, as testified by the effect and added variance explained by product uncertainty.

Implications for the Antecedents of Product Uncertainty

The conceptualization of the nature and dimensions of product uncertainty opens new research avenues for identifying, designing, and using IT-enabled solutions to reduce both description and performance uncertainty. IT-enabled solutions can help overcome the seller’s inability to describe products via the Internet interface and reduce her unawareness of product defects. The mitigators of product uncertainty show how IT-enabled solutions, such as online product descriptions, primarily enhance the seller’s ability to describe experience products online (helping reduce description uncertainty), while third parties give appropriate information to buyers and sellers to enhance their awareness about true product quality (helping reduce performance uncertainty). Accordingly, product uncertainty is an information problem that can be alleviated by proper interfaces that enable sellers to describe experience goods online with the proper use of IT, and a problem of hidden information (unawareness) from both buyers and sellers that requires third parties to provide appropriate information with IT-enabled means.

While online marketplaces offer many solutions for sellers to describe their products, this study identifies the most influential ones that buyers use (Kirmani and Rao 2000). Diagnostic online product descriptions are the most effective means, particularly if they come from credible sellers. The existence of third-party assurances also help reduce product uncertainty by giving information on hidden product defects of which sellers may not be aware. By explaining most of the variance in product uncertainty ($R^2 = 73$ percent), the study implies that IT-related solutions have prevented online markets for experience goods from deteriorating into markets of lemons. Most important, this study shows that IT is the reason that eBay Motors thrives, even though in theory it should not exist (Lewis 2007).

The full mediating role of product uncertainty captures the extent to which each buyer has viewed, evaluated and acted upon information signals to shape her price premium, confirming Slovic and Liechtenstein’s (1971) finding that buyers rely on the signals they find most useful and ignore others. The full mediating role of product uncertainty also implies that the buyer’s own assessment of information signals is a better predictor of price premiums than the direct effect of these signals on which the literature has focused (e.g., Andrews and Benzing 2007; Li et al. 2009). Validating product uncertainty and seller uncertainty as mediating constructs not only adds to our understanding of the processes that several seller-, third-party-, auction-, buyer-, and product-related factors affect transactions in online markets for experience goods, but it also helps offer a more parsimonious theoretical model (Figure 1).

Implications for the Consequences of Product Uncertainty

This study shows product uncertainty to have a greater effect on price premiums than seller uncertainty. Besides the focal good (used cars), this finding can be explained by the efforts to reduce seller uncertainty with seller information signals, such as feedback ratings (Ba and Pavlou 2002; Dewan and Hsu 2004), feedback text comments (Pavlou and Dimoka 2006), and institutional structures, such as escrows (Pavlou and Gefen 2004). Online intermediaries, such as eBay, are active in prosecuting seller fraud and compensating buyers for losses (Pavlou and Gefen 2005). There is also the view that online sellers no longer differentiate themselves on the basis of product fulfillment (Dellarocas 2005). As online markets mature, we see the exit of low-quality sellers (due to price discounts and fewer sales), problematic sellers (due to negative feedback), and fraudulent sellers (due to prosecution by the legal system). As seller uncertainty gradually plays a
smaller role in online markets, product uncertainty is becoming the next challenge for online markets, particularly for experience goods.

The exploratory analysis of the interaction effects of product uncertainty and seller uncertainty and their dimensions did not have any significant effects on price premiums, implying that there may not be substitution or complementarity effects among product uncertainty and seller uncertainty and their dimensions. Substitution effects would imply that low levels of seller uncertainty could compensate for high levels of product uncertainty (and vice versa), while complementarity effects would imply that high levels of both product uncertainty and seller uncertainty would further exacerbate each other’s negative effect on price premiums. However, the results imply that buyers separately assess product uncertainty and seller uncertainty (and their respective dimensions) when evaluating their price bid. This may be explained by each component having its corresponding impact on the price buyers are willing to bid, and that given the continuous linear nature of prices in online auctions, it is possible for buyers to penalize or reward each dimension without having to concurrently assess their interaction effects.

Implications for Model Generalizability

The model and results are specific to used cars that have their own idiosyncrasies; hence, caution must be paid when trying to generalize them to other products. Although used cars, which are expensive, heterogeneous, and overly complex, do exacerbate the sellers’ inability to perfectly describe them through the Internet interface, their unawareness of all their hidden defects, and even their unwillingness to be forthcoming, we posit that the mitigators of product uncertainty do generalize across all goods, but at varying degrees, as we discuss below.

The value of diagnostic online product descriptions should virtually apply to all products, and particularly to physical experience goods, such as apparel, furniture, “touch and feel” products, and virtually all used goods. Even for new, search, and digital goods, online product descriptions can help buyers reduce product uncertainty, particularly if they come from reputable sellers that are deemed by buyers to offer credible information signals. In terms of third-party assurances, inspections could be useful for most experience goods, such as houses. However, inspections may not be very useful for new, search, or digital experience products. Third-party warranties may be useful for virtually all durable goods, especially those with a complex mechanical component (e.g., machinery, electronics, household equipment), including new and used products. Product history reports are likely to be important for all used durable goods, but particularly for mechanical products, such as boats. Nonetheless, while the proposed product information signals are likely to generalize to other types of products, the value and specific weight of each signal will depend on the type of product and its unique idiosyncrasies.

Implications for Practice

This study has implications for online sellers of durable goods and the online intermediaries that host them. First, sellers must consider the exacerbated effect of product uncertainty in online auctions for durable goods, perhaps the main reason for eBay Motor’s 20 percent sell-through rate for used cars. While prior research has advised online sellers to be vigilant about their feedback profile, a good reputation no longer seems to have, by itself, a strong differentiating effect (especially since over 99 percent of seller feedback ratings on eBay Motors are positive). Instead, sellers are advised to enhance the quality of their textual, visual, and multimedia descriptions. Second, from the study’s controls, since reserve prices have a negative direct effect on price premiums, sellers should use higher starting prices to reduce product uncertainty. Third, sellers should note that expensive cars are linked to higher product uncertainty and lower prices since consumer preferences in eBay Motors tend to favor cheaper cars. Thus, sellers in online markets may be better off selling cheaper and newer cars (Overby and Jap 2009). Finally, online auction intermediaries such as eBay also face conundrums, such as how to add value to online transactions among buyers and sellers. Multimedia tools, inspections, history reports, and warranties are rarely used (≈ 20%), implying an untapped potential. eBay Motors could thus help sellers reduce product uncertainty by encouraging sellers to enhance online product descriptions and promote the use of third-party assurances.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

As with all studies, this study has several limitations that create opportunities for future research.

First, the study’s focal good (used cars) is a complex idiosyncratic product with unique characteristics. Product uncertainty may vary with product complexity (Jiang and Benbasat 2007b), which is likely to moderate the consequences and mitigators of product uncertainty. Since used cars are very high on the complexity scale, future research could replicate...
our study with simpler or cheaper products to test the model’s generalizability.

Second, while our model had over 25 control variables, it did not capture all features of online auctions, such as proxy bidding, sniping tools, and “make-an-offer” pricing (Bapna et al. 2008). Besides number of bids, we did not examine bidding dynamics (Dholakia and Soltynski 2001) and sequential auctions (Zeithammer 2006). Also, although none of the buyer demographics (income, age, gender) had a significant role in price premiums, other self-selection issues could be at play. For example, evidence suggests that buyers on eBay Motors are price sensitive and seek good deals, thus creating a bias toward cheaper used cars (mean = $11,000). Since cheaper cars are more likely to have quality problems, this may have accentuated product uncertainty in eBay Motors. Since this selection bias may have cancelled out as expensive cars are also associated with product uncertainty, future research could examine how other car characteristics (e.g., make, model, category) may play a role.

Third, as noted earlier, buyers tend to first identify the product and then the seller in online auctions. However, our model assumes both product- and seller-related factors to simultaneously impact uncertainty, price premiums, and transaction activity. Future research could examine the order and timing of product- and seller-related information and accordingly determine any temporal effects on the study’s dependent variables.

Fourth, in addition to identifying the most effective mitigators of product uncertainty, the study has implications for enhancing the effectiveness of product information signals. Third-party assurances, although credible and differentially costly, were not as influential as the online product descriptions, perhaps because they may not be as visible and clear. Third-party inspections, history reports, and warranties can enhance their effectiveness in reducing product uncertainty by being more prominently displayed and having their roles better explained. Reserve price is an influential control variable by serving as a proxy for the seller’s valuation. While it is possible to identify the antecedents of the reserve price as a binary variable (Appendix D), since the exact value is hidden, it is difficult to predict the optimal value of the reserve price to maximize price premiums and transaction activity. Future research could try to obtain the hidden reserve price and identify its antecedents. Also, in addition to reserve price, the results show other posted prices to have a trivial effect on product uncertainty. Since posted prices are neither differentially costly nor credible, sellers can manipulate them to wrongfully signal higher product valuation. This implies that posted prices could become more effective if sellers were burdened with a higher cost to post a high magnitude price, thus making them differentially costly. Moreover, there may be a trade-off between a high reserve price that guarantees a price premium and facing the risk of having to re-auction the product many times until it is sold. While this study controls for the number of times a product was previously listed, future research could attempt to prescribe the optimum level of reserve price. Finally, while multimedia tools have been touted as a means for reducing product uncertainty (e.g., Suh and Lee 2005), their effect was trivial compared to traditional textual and visual product descriptors. Perhaps multimedia tools are still at early stages of development, and future research could focus on designing technological interventions to enhance their ability to describe complex experience goods by improving the Internet interface.

Fifth, although reducing product uncertainty has been viewed as a panacea for all entities in online markets, eliminating product uncertainty may also have some unintended negative consequences (Pavlou et al. 2008). Because lack of product uncertainty may prevent product differentiation, sellers may artificially introduce product uncertainty with complicated product descriptions and misrepresentation in online product descriptions. Future research could examine the unintended (negative) consequences of eliminating product uncertainty.

Finally, while we used price premiums as a benchmark for comparing across sellers within a marketplace, this benchmark may permit a direct comparison between online and offline markets. Such studies can rely on either having the same information signals in both online and offline markets, or use innovative tools, such as the twin-asset approach from finance, to make meaningful comparisons between online and offline markets.

Concluding Remark

Because buyers in online markets face higher uncertainty (Dewally and Ederington 2006), a case has been made that online markets for physical experience and durable goods, such as used cars, should theoretically deteriorate into markets of lemons since buyers must rely primarily on information from a website to assess product quality (Lewis 2007). In fact, Huston and Spencer (2002) viewed the “cyber lemons” problem as the major barrier to online markets. However, by positioning product uncertainty as a broader information problem that can be mitigated with the aid of information technology, IS researchers can play a major role in reducing product uncertainty in online markets with IT-enabled solutions. Having conceptualized and measured
product uncertainty as a distinct construct and integrated it into a structural model along with its consequences and mitigators, this study aims at encouraging IS researchers to focus on reducing product uncertainty in online markets with IT-enabled solutions.
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